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"I mentioned earlier that I have named this place 'Hanwonjib' (Korean garden house) and that it will show
people how heaven on earth should look.
I have been making plans so that this Cheonwon Garden will be the area to fulfill Heavenly Parent's
dreams in all respects.

All of the plans I have made have been proceeding smoothly, and now that this building has been
completed, my intention is to make this area a place where our Heavenly Parent can relax and walk
through the beautiful garden, looking around at the mountains and streams, at the plants and the grass.
Heavenly Parent will be grateful to True Parents for making this place where He can share time with his
beloved children taking a rest, drinking tea, or eating rice cakes and other delicious food.
At first, I felt the site was a little small, and I was not sure I could build a grand Hanwonjib like this here,

so at first I thought about building it in pavilion style.

But my true desire was to be able to attend Heavenly Parent throughout all four seasons here, so I decided
to build it as a fully enclosed Hanok (traditional Korean-style house).
In conclusion, this Hanwonjib is the place where Heavenly Parent can rest and feel happy in the midst of
the natural world.
I also asked you to place owls here and there in this area because owls are birds that are loved by people
all around the world.

During the Goguryeo period, they talked about 'Samjok-o' (three-legged crow) referring to crows, and
during the Yi Dynasty, there was a children's song called 'Magpie, magpie New Year's Day.' However, in
the era of the Cheon Il Guk, it is owls that play the role of protecting our beloved children 24 hours a day,
preventing evil actions, and bringing good fortune.
I have designated the area around Hanwonjib and the Cheonwon Garden as a place for spiritual revival.
All the facilities in this area such as restaurants and shops must add 'HJ Revival' to their names, so for
example, now we will have the 'HJ Revival Waterside Café.' Hanwonjib is in the nation where True
Parents were born for the first time in history and is also an eco-friendly building so please visit it often
and cherish it."

